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Federico
Muelas
Romero

Federico Muelas Romero
teaches innovative new
media courses in SVA’s
Division of Continuing
Education, including
Video Mapping Art and Electronics and
Arduino Microcontroller. The artist,
who was educated in Madrid and has a
background in traditional fine
arts media, recognized the potential
of technology.
continued on page 4 v
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SPECIAL PROGR AMS

SVACE staff of working
artists includes
Stephanie McGovern

Introducing a new
design and advertising
chair, Gail Anderson

Adam Meyers guides
beginners in
motion graphics

Checking in with
2019 Summer
Residency artists

Whether it's to advance your career or try something
new, SVACE offers over 100 online courses to choose
from. All students with an active registration for an
SVACE summer course will be given free access to the
Adobe Creative Cloud. Take the opportunity to immerse
yourself and be inspired.

Advertising

Typography

Branding

Animation

3D Modeling

Philosophy

Voice-over

Filmmaking

Coding
Directing
Digital Design

ONLINE COURSE
DISCIPLINES

Cartooning

Architecture

Post Production

Digital Fabrication

Storytelling

Printmaking

Painting

Character Design

Adobe Creative Cloud

Digital Sculpture

Drawing

Sound Design

Color Theory

Comics

Politics and Theory

Video Art

Publishing

Interior Design

Documentary

Art History

Photography

UX/UI Design

Fiber Art

Screenwriting

Illustration

Editorial Design
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C O N TINUED
PROJECT SPACE
EX HIBITIONS

FROM THE

EXECUTIVE

Nir Arieli

DIRECTOR

W

e thank you for your patience and understanding over the last
few months as you have experienced sweeping and last-minute
schedule changes to our curriculum. The Division of Continuing
Education’s (SVACE) focus now is to develop a program that will allow you to
further pursue your artistic endeavor, whether on campus or online. These
are the moments that define us all, and I want to assure you that SVACE is
here for you as you adjust to these extraordinary circumstances.
As SVACE continues to develop more online courses and explore other
learning opportunities, we will keep you informed along the way. On behalf of
all of us at SVACE, thank you for your continued support as we navigate these
trying times and unprecedented challenges together. May you and your loved
ones remain safe and healthy.

— JOSEPH CIPRI , on behalf of the Division of Continuing Education

Gabriella Mazza
“For the first time I explored
mediums and materials I had never
used, which allowed me to expand
my regular artistic practice and
broaden my horizons.”
COURS E
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SVACE course advisor
Stephanie McGovern, a
native of the San Francisco
Bay Area and now a Queens
resident, expresses herself
in numerous ways: as a textile artist,
working with a variety of fibers and
colors; as a performance artist,
creating an entirely unique onstage
personality; and as a mentor, conducting fiber art workshops at the
Hetrick-Martin Institute.
McGovern, working in many
different disciplines, says her
attraction to textiles actually began
while performing in the play Dancing at Lughnasa at the age of 17. She
learned to knit at that time because
the character she portrayed in the
show knitted. Having discovered a
love for fiber arts, McGovern wanted
to study more. She enrolled in San
Francisco State’s Studio Art program
with an emphasis in textiles. There,
she picked up weaving and worked
with different fabrics while
employing soft, pastel colors.
In 2019, McGovern realized she
was very much at home in the realm
of performance art, where she has
developed a powerful stage act
using the name “Mimi Silk” as her
persona. Is Mimi Silk a reference to
her appreciation of fabrics? Not at
all. In fact, the name was inspired by
the doomed character, Mimi, in the
classic Puccini opera La Bohème.
While Puccini’s Mimi is extremely

Still from the solo piece Unhinged Showgirl at Satellite Art Show in Brooklyn, New York, in 2019.

Still from Unshaved/ Thy Sacrifice, a live head shaving at House of Yes on July 3, 2019.

fragile, McGovern’s Mimi Silk is
bold, aggressive and defiant.
McGovern looks at her act as an
opportunity to redefine femininity,
using her persona as a tool
for conversation.
Recently, in an act of catharsis,
Mimi Silk gathered her long hair into
a ponytail and took a pair of scissors
and snipped it off. She then shaved
her head onstage, committing to this
action to free herself from society’s

often rigid definition of feminine
beauty. From nighttime performance
artist to daytime course advisor,
Stephanie McGovern enjoys all that
her academic position entails. The
job has provided an enriching landscape of art and education for her.
When asked how she would
describe herself, McGovern replied,
“Dedicated, passionate, thoughtful,
considerate, inspired, honest and
authentic.” [Valerie Smaldone]
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Above: Federico Muelas Romero, Passage, 2019, augmented mural, compressed charcoal on paper with projected media, 18'6 x 7'3".
Opposite: Federico Muelas Romero’s students visited Artechouse, a new media art immersion in Manhattan. (Photo: Federico Muelas Romero.)
Cover: Blue Flower/Flor Azul, 2012, public art installation, 30 x 30 x 40'; Albuquerque, New Mexico. (Photo: Federico Muelas Romero).

“I wanted my digital pieces to be able
to sense and respond to the world
surrounding them and my sculptures
to have some kind of artificial intelligence,” he says. “I now realize that
I wanted to create life itself, in my
own way.”
According to Romero, electronics
and physical computing education
could be found in only two places:
the ZKM Center for Art and Media in
Germany and SVA in New York City.
After visiting, he fell in love with New
York. In 2000, he enrolled in SVA’s

e

RELATED
COURSES

Coding for Artists:
The Web as Installation Site
OLC-1411-A
Artist as Philosopher:
Artmaking at the Source of Ideas
OLC-2611-A
For more information, visit sva.edu/ce.
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MFA Computer Art program with a
full scholarship from La Caixa, the
Spanish bank. The king and queen of
Spain personally presented the scholarship in a ceremony. “Pompous” is
how Romero recalls that event. “While
it was a great disappointment to my
father, who was openly opposed to the
Spanish monarchy, he was proud of
me nevertheless,” he said.
In 2005, Romero began to teach
Physical Computing in the Division of
Continuing Education department,
followed by a similar course in MFA
Computer Art. He reflects on his
transition from student to teacher: “I
always remember those teachers who
made me push myself into foreign
territories. Those were the hardest
but most rewarding classes. I think
you need to be more than one type of
teacher, as you have
to adapt to the student, not the other
way around.”
Through subsequent years, Romero
launched numerous exhibitions and
projects, which include the following:
Passage was an augmented mural
inspired by the passing of his father
in 2015. Muelas exhibited the project
at Portal: Governor’s Island (formerly
known as the Governor’s Island
Art Fair).
Blue Flower/Flor Azul is a permanent public art installation at the
University of New Mexico, Albuquerque. The project required four years
and 30 interdisciplinary collaborators,

including SVA continuing education
students. Blue Flower/Flor Azul earned
awards from Americans for the Arts
and CoD+A in 2013.
Sonic Graphite 2B (SG2B) was a
collaboration with musician Terry
Dame, a fellow SVA faculty member. As
a visitor drew on a large paper mural
with a provided graphite bar, a computer and microcontroller produced
and broadcasted in real time a musical
composition based on the visitor’s

tice of electronic circuit making that
involves a sci-fi adventure on paper
and real electronic components.”
Asked about his influences and inspiration, Romero credits his students.
“Not only do I learn about my students’
ambitious ideas—and let me tell you
that continuing education students
have lots of ambition—but I also have
to figure out a way to help them make
those ideas happen,” he says. To support these students, Romero invites

“Not only do I learn about my students’
ambitious ideas—and let me tell you
that continuing education students have lots
of ambition—but I also have to figure out a
way to help them make those ideas happen.”
FEDERICO MUELAS ROMERO
faculty

drawings. This concept drives an
exercise he leads in class, called “The
Light-Controlled Theremin.”
Romero also conducts a side
project—“The Wonderful World of
Electronics”—in which he uses comics
to teach complex tech subjects to
beginners of all ages. He says, “I’m
currently working on a hybrid form of
comic books to teach about the prac-

artists for guest lectures and leads
field trips to artists’ studios.
What draws students to new media?
“The necessity of learning a tool that
will allow you to materialize an idea
that cannot be done in any other way
or format,” Romero offers. As for
progress in this field, he says, “Artistic innovation happens when several
apparently dissimilar artistic and

technological fields start to merge, allowing artists
from different disciplines to collaborate in unexplored territories.”
His outlook on art and technology describes rapid
automation, yet more space for human primacy,
choice and subjectivity. “AI is currently taking over
all these new media art fields, so we artists can push
even further the ultimate artistic goal of creating or
manipulating life itself by designing a set of rules
that the artwork will use to evolve,” Romero states.
“The high complexity these tools are currently reaching, with an endless data storage capacity and vast
computational capabilities, allows for the creation of
customized and personalized experiences and
products for the visitor/user.”
Romero concludes: “Now more than ever, art
interacts with the audience at a personal level,
thanks to the capacity to learn and collect data
on- and off-site from the user—which is exciting
and scary at the same time.”
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Introducing a New Chair

A Q&A with Gail Anderson
By Keren Moscovitch

G

ail Anderson is a New York–based award-winning designer, writer and educator.
As the newly appointed chair of SVA’s BFA Design and Advertising departments,
and the creative director of in-house design studio Visual Arts Press, Anderson is
instrumental in leading the College’s vision through design innovation and education.
Herself an alumna of SVA, with 25 years of service as a faculty member, Anderson shares
her wealth of wisdom, history and tips for getting ahead in design.
How did you get started as a designer?
I made Partridge Family magazines—or what would
now be called “zines”—as a kid in the Bronx. And I
did Elton John and Jackson 5 drawings in my notebooks, and made my own posters for my bedroom
walls. I wondered if I could get a job in what was
then called “commercial art” when I grew up, so I
worked on my high school newspaper, literary magazine and yearbook, and I was encouraged to attend
SVA by my art teacher—she’d taken CE silkscreen
and calligraphy classes at SVA for several years. So
between her recommendation and that famous Paul
Davis “To be good is not enough, when you dream of
being great” poster, I was set. I didn’t apply to any
other colleges.
I was fortunate to know what I wanted to do, even
though the role of the designer was a bit of a mystery
6 • CONTINUED

to all of us in the early 1980s. The Media Arts Department had just gotten a few Macs in my senior year, I
believe. But I didn’t take the class because I figured I
probably wouldn’t have to know much about computers in the future. And it seemed like a lot of math at
the time—ha.

Tell us about your time at Rolling Stone. You probably
contributed to decorating the dorm rooms of many ’90s
college students, and we want to know!
I spent almost all of my young adulthood working
for Fred Woodward at Rolling Stone—from 25 right
up until not long before my 40th birthday. I’ve
learned from the best—from Paula Scher and Carin
Goldberg while I was a student at SVA, from Lynn
Staley and Ronn Campisi at The Boston Globe, and
from Fred at Rolling Stone. My formative years were

spent with people who were exacting and demanding, though nurturing, supportive and forgiving.
And I’ve been surrounded by my SVA classmates at
every job and even worked for one, Drew Hodges, at
SpotCo, for many years after Rolling Stone.
While at the magazine, I think I put in the 10,000
hours Malcolm Gladwell talks about needing to rack
up in order to do something really well. We worked
crazy hours, ate most meals together and watched TV
late into the night while we waited to close issues every two weeks. Almost everything I know about good
typography and working with illustrators and editors
was learned in the close to 15 years I spent at the
magazine. I’ve watched my colleagues and classmates
go on to great jobs because of our years with Fred.
And we had a lot of fun—it was a different world back
then in sooooo many ways. Don’t get me started.

What was it like to be the recipient of the Cooper Hewitt
National Design Award?
Caroline Baumann from the Cooper Hewitt left a
message for me, and I thought, “Oh, let me remember to call her back,” thinking perhaps she wanted
me to do a student lecture or something. After Caroline’s second call, I realized I needed to get back to
her, assuming she wanted an answer ASAP. I called,
feeling bad that I hadn’t responded quickly enough.

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT

“A group of artists created posters for
the Chicago Design Museum.
Manicules pop up in my work more
than they probably should.”
“I worked on a series of five subway
posters with Terry Allen in 2009,
when President Barack Obama first
took office. Those were the days.”
Creative director: Anthony P. Rhodes
“I actually sent Milton Glaser a note
before Joe Newton and I did this.
Questlove asked us to do a take on
Milton’s famous Bob Dylan art—
thankfully, Milton was amused.”
Illustrator: David Cowles
“What an honor to get to work with
Al Hirschfeld. The ‘3’ in his signature
indicated the number of times
he wove his daughter Nina’s name
into his drawings.”
Art director: Fred Woodward,
Rolling Stone

Caroline said, “I’ve been trying to find
you! You won—you won the Lifetime
Achievement award.” I was quiet,
slowly taking in what she said, and
then I sort of squealed and laughed.
Caroline cracked up and honestly,
when I hung up, I wasn’t sure of
what she’d said. Did I really win the
National Design Award for Lifetime
Achievement? Really?
The weeklong festivities leading up
to the Gala were sort of a blur—there
was something new almost every day. I
participated in student and community
events, and got to work with people
with neurodiversities, with little ones
and high schoolers. We visited a grammar school in Oakland a few months
later to do a series of design workshops, and I’ve since participated in
committees and other Cooper Hewitt
events. I feel like I have a new home—
and it’s a home with a great gift shop.

Which of your design projects are you
most proud of?
I’m lucky to have worked on a variety of projects over the last 30-plus
years. Ultimately, the one that probably means the most to me is the
postage stamp I designed for the
150th anniversary of the signing of
the Emancipation Proclamation.
The 100th-anniversary stamp was
designed by the legendary Georg
Olden, so I’m in pretty fancy company.
That project led to my serving on the
Citizens’ Stamp Advisory Committee
for the US Postal Service for the last
six years. I can’t believe I get to work
with the art directors who create the
stamps, as well as with a dozen other
experts from various fields like American history, sports and collecting.
The committee work and quarterly
meetings are some of my favorite
things to do—even the homework.
I’ve gotten to know D.C. pretty well,
though I seldom have enough time to
fit in a museum visit. Next year.

What is your vision for the BFA Design and
BFA Advertising programs? How do you
see the industry changing in 2020?
I’m enjoying my new role as chair of
BFA Design and BFA Advertising. This
academic year is about meeting instructors in small groups and sitting
in on classes to learn about what’s being taught and the various strategies
instructors employ to connect with
students.
I’ve spent lots of time with students
over the 25-plus years I’ve been teaching
at SVA, and have worked one-on-one
with many design interns as creative director of Visual Arts Press. My hope is to
build on what [founding chair] Richard
Wilde created to the ever-broadening
design and advertising worlds. There are
such tremendous opportunities waiting
for students—and really great jobs doing
things that weren’t part of my creative
vocabulary at their age. The sky’s the
limit, especially in terms of technology
and design thinking, so I want to make
sure our graduates are ready to get out
there and make some waves.
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IN THE CLASSROOM

After Effects:

Guiding
Beginners in
Motion
Graphics
Offered online
this summer!

Instructor
Adam Meyers
in the
classroom

S

VACE is proud to offer budding animators, editors
and all-around digital enthusiasts access to learn
one of the industry’s most prominent software
programs in motion graphics: After Effects. The CE
course After Effects: Basic, one of our most popular,
provides students with a solid knowledge base in
2D and 3D visual effects for a multitude of digital
media. Industry professional and instructor Adam
Meyers has a contagious enthusiasm for the subject,
cultivating an engaging and comprehensive learning environment for his students. For Meyers, his entrance into
the visual effects industry began in music with his experience in
concert production and engineering. “I went to Full Sail University
in Florida as an audio major but ended up switching to animation,
and I didn’t look back. When I returned to New York after school,
I said yes to every visual effects job I was offered and used my
8 • CONTINUED

concert production background as a means to time manage.”
Meyers’s teaching style mixes his positive attitude with a
thorough technical knowledge of After Effects and encourages his
students to become well acquainted with the platform: “Students
want you to hold their hand, but I can’t do that. I like to think of the
quote ‘If you give a man a fish...’ because hard work and self-discipline is what we bring to class.” He also offers advice and his
perspective on what beginners should be focused on when starting out. “Always think about what you want to gain from this and
do your research. Budget your time, as it takes a while to be good,
and much longer to be great.” After Effects: Basic is perfect for
beginners aspiring to learn new skills or to enhance their motion
graphics knowledge. “I only want my students to feel comfortable
with the interface of the program,” Meyer says. “From that point
on, they can then explore and let their creativity flow. But, they
must always remember to practice.” [Stephanie McGovern]

e
COMPUTER ART–
BASED COURSES
Introduction to Rhino 3D Software
OLC-2387-A
Adobe Premiere Pro II
OLC-3571-A
For more information, visit sva.edu/ce.

ART IN NEW YORK CITY

MUSEUM
V I RT UA L

ROUNDUP
N
ew York City is a cultural capital, but its art
museums and galleries will be closed for
months or longer. To keep us tuned in, many
institutions are extending robust digital
resources and virtual exhibitions.
The Metropolitan Museum of Art offers “The
Met 360° Project,” which virtually immerses viewers
in the Met’s most iconic spaces. There’s also the
#MetAnywhere campaign, which is described
as “surfacing content from across the museum’s
deep digital reserves, while inviting creative
engagement on all platforms.” Find this and more
at metmuseum.org.
The Museum of Modern Art’s “Virtual Views”
brings viewers “inside an exhibition or a favorite
artwork from the collection through video stories
and curator Q&As, as well as audio playlists and
feature articles.” Visit moma.org.
Fans of the Whitney Museum can find selections
from current exhibitions, including “Agnes Pelton:

Summer

Desert Transcendentalist” and “Vida Americana:
Mexican Muralists Remake American Art, 1925–1945”
online at whitney.org.
We can visit museums all over the world, too,
thanks to Google’s Arts & Culture pages. And museums have gradually integrated digital resources
into visitors’ experience: audio guides, social media
supplements, interactive kiosks and even real-time
consultations. But how do we balance virtual visits
with physical intimacy? Art critic Seph Rodney,
writing for Hyperallergic, describes his adjustment
to the virtual migration: “I do feel like a curious
explorer who’s now been marooned on a far-flung
outpost, where I can survive for the foreseeable
future. I won’t starve to death, but I am still eager
to find my way back to the companionship of
flesh-and-bone civilization.” [Michael Bilsborough]
At right: Agnes Pelton, Departure, 1952, oil on canvas, 24 × 18".
Collection of Mike Stoller and Corky Hale Stoller. Photograph
by Paul Salveson.

Installation view of Judd, The Museum of Modern Art, New York, March 1–July 11, 2020.
Digital image © 2020 The Museum of Modern Art, New York. Photo by Jonathan Muzikar.
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Checking in with 2019
Summer Residency Artists
By William Patterson

We sat down with two recent
alumni of the Summer Residency
Program to talk about their
practice, their process
and where they’re headed.

Keavy Handley-Byrne
PHOTOGRAPHY AND VIDEO

After Hand Surgery,
2019, digital
photograph

In Hand, 2019, digital photograph

Can you speak a bit about your practice?
What is your process and how do you
conceive of your work?
My practice is an amalgam of a couple
of different processes. I photograph
using different available digital
cameras but also using my iPhone
and a 4x5 film camera. Using various
tools in service of the same goal has
allowed me to make quick, impulsive photographs as well as slower,
studied images. As far as conceiving
of photographs, I spend a lot of time
walking around; I currently live
between Brooklyn and Providence,
Rhode Island, which has given me
some variety in terms of the places I
photograph—but I do find that many
of my images are somewhat placeless, with the focus being more on an
internal world than the external, and
how they reflect upon each other. My
current work is interested in ideas of
grief, fate and the anxieties of navigating the world as a queer, gender
nonconforming person, and, further,
as a queer family unit with my wife.

Your photographs often have an ephemeral order, as if coming into focus for
a moment that they would otherwise
disappear into. What do you look for when
you go out to shoot, and how do you define
one of your pictures as a success?
When I go out into the world with
a camera—which, given the ubiquity of iPhones these days, is nearly
always—I am constantly and actively
looking. I have found a great deal
of pleasure in seeing the world and
recording it, having grown up with
photography as a major part of my life
10 • CONTINUED

in Rochester, New York, where Kodak
is headquartered. Often, I am looking
for landscapes and objects in which
my daily anxieties are represented in
some way. Making a photograph is a
way of cataloging the world around
me in some way, taking stock of
moments in which I feel the world
is understanding me or I am understanding it. A successful image, for
me, is one that evokes emotion from
a viewer. When I speak with someone
about a photograph I’ve made, the
most affirming reaction is to hear that
the image made them feel something
related to their own anxieties or loss.

Where do you see your practice headed
from here?
I’ve recently started working with
formats that had fallen by the wayside for me in the past, and have been
greatly enjoying myself in the experimental processes of relearning them.
I’m looking forward to exploring
the possibilities these formats offer
me, as moving between my iPhone,
regular- and medium-format digital
cameras, and 4x5 film cameras has
given me an appreciation for image-making in more than one mode.
I’m also starting to think about the
images I have already made in terms
of a book format, and am investigating
new ways of bookmaking and formatting to further my photographic
practice within the world of the fine
art book. Ultimately, I just love to
make and consume images, and I look
forward to how continuing that practice into the far future will change my
mode of operation.

Dad, 2019,
digital photograph

Wedding
Photograph,
2019, digital
photograph

Lisa McCleary
PAINTING AND MIXED MEDIA

Consensual Apprehension, 2019, tapestry, 48 x 70"

Valkyrie, 2019, oil on panel, 16 x 20"

Installation view of Lisa McCleary’s solo
exhibition “Edging” at Gallery MC, NYC.
April 29–May 3, 2019

Guilt and
Redemption,
2019, tapestry,
48 x 66"

Can you speak a bit about your practice?
What is your process and how do you
conceive of your work?

Nimhneach/Aching, 2019,
oil on aluminum, 29 x 16"

My work for the past five years has
considered different aspects of
human sexuality, the real and virtual
body and screen culture. Through
painting, sculpture and tapestry, my
current practice addresses haptic
sensations and the representation
and embodiment of touch. I am interested in the pleasure of flesh, and
the way that pleasure translates into
our desire for our communication
devices.
I explore mediated corporeality at
turns rendering the body into an abject and sensuous landscape filtered
through myriad screens. I began this
series by creating tactile sculptures
from a palette of homemade Play-Doh
and slime, to allude to the visceral
corpus of the body. I focus on the
tactile sense, the indexical nature of
imprints and mark making on the
flesh through the manipulation of the
material by my fingers. I take images
of the sculptural landscape, rendering

them as realistic oil paintings onto a
flat aluminum surface to mirror the
way we receive images on the screen.
The erotic quality of the oozing landscapes and wet folds of metaphorical
flesh suggest the sexual arousal of
something “other.” I am searching for
an alternative system of pleasure that
intrigues and unsettles.
I have always had a fascination with
how we communicate our desires
with one another and how we experience the body through technology.
For this reason, I focus on very process-based works, further removing
the viewer from the palpable object
and providing them with a highly
mediated experience of the real.

content, technique and engagement. I
like the uncomfortable space between
the concrete certainty that photorealistic painting provides and the
unidentifiable abstract imagery. The
illusionistic painting techniques I employ suggest that there is something
to potentially touch when in actuality the works are two-dimensional
representations of the tactile. I want
to deny the viewer the full pleasure of
experiencing the haptic and the real,
much like how we experience imagery
online; while there may be representations of touch, there may actually be
nothing to feel.

Your paintings are difficult to categorize.
They appear to be totally abstract but
also have the look of hyperrealism. They
strongly communicate touch but, being
paintings, are mainly meant to be looked
at. Do you consider this in-betweenness
an important part of your paintings?

While I studied at SVA’s Summer Residency in Painting and Mixed Media, I
began a new series of alternative portraits with tattoos and scars, which I
really enjoyed. The program gave me
time to experiment with alternative
painting techniques and I am excited
to push that further in 2020.

Yes—I am searching for a kind of
liminality within my work, through

Where do you see your practice headed
from here?
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